
TWO HEARTS PATTERN 
Copyright 2006 – Pop Goes the Needle/Q Branch Ltd. 

 

 
Needed:   Two/Three Strand Punch Needle 
                 Three inch hoop 
                 Sharp Scissors 
                 DMC Floss Colors:   666  Bright Red 
                                                    3354 LT Dusty Rose 
                                                     823  DK Navy Blue                                                  
 
                 Fray Check 
                 Bottlecap 
                 Small Pinback 
                 Epoxy or other strong glue 
                 Tacky Glue 
 
Gauge:  ¼ inch (from middle of the eye of the needle to the base) 
 
Instructions: 

1. Trace or transfer the pattern to weaver’s cloth. Reverse, if desired. 
2. Punch the outline and then fill in the full heart with two strands of DMC #666 (Bright Red). 
3. Punch the outline and then fill in the partial heart with 2 strands of DMC #3354 (LT Dusty 

Rose) 
4. Punch the outline of the circle and then fill in with 2 strands of DMC #823 (DK Navy Blue) 
5. To finish – remove from hoop. Using Fray Check or other fabric glue, place the glue around the 

border of the circle of stitches on the back (non-loop) side. Allow to dry completely. Using sharp, 
small pointed scissor (preferably a curved blade scissor) cut out the circle from the fabric, cutting 
close to the edge of the stitches. Cut from the loop side, under the last row of stitches avoiding 
cutting any of the loops. Using Epoxy glue or some other strong glue, glue the pinback to the 
back of the bottlecap. It is recommended that using a piece of sandpaper, you lightly sand the 
area on the back of the bottlecap where you will glue the pinback. Allow to dry completely. Put 
some tacky glue on the inside of the bottlecap and holding the cap straight with the pin as it 
would be worn, place the punch needle circle inside the cap. Position it straight – or as desired. 
Allow to dry.  Enjoy your new pin.  

 
Basic Punch Needle Instructions may be found on the HOW TO PUNCH page of 

www.freewebs.com/popgoestheneedle 
This pattern may not be reproduced of copied by any means for any commercial purpose without the 

permission of Q Branch Ltd., PO Box 422, East Meadow, NY 11554 You may sell the finished pin in a 
total quantity of 10 at Craft Fairs or Craft Sales.  

Design identification must be given as Pop Goes the Needle. 


